I. INTRODUCTION
Aerial hovering vehicles have become common for various applications due to its quality of becoming stationary in midair. Such vehicles are now designed in smaller scale where the device application in surveillance by remote command is becoming a focus. However, due to non-linearity that exists in aerial hovering vehicles, the controls are dif cult and can only be properly operated by an expert human operator.
Aerial hovering device such as shown in gure 1 consists a property of non-linearity. Non-linearity exists in such device due to certain control states of the vehicles that would render the vehicle unstable. During these states, the vehicles would require a new control function that differs to the existing one. Expert pilots are trained to operate these vehicles around the unstable states making any control operation successful. Due to the non-linearity, developments of autonomous control systems that can completely manage all the vehicles states successfully are dif cult.
Learning Control helps develop a control knowledge autonomously in a control system. Control knowledge that is normally hard to produce can be obtained through Learning Control by consecutive control attempt. Successes and failures help develop the control knowledge through Reinforcement Learning, which generates expert knowledge through rewards received from the outcome of attempts. Such method is benecial in creating the control knowledge of devices with non- linearity upon making them capable of executing autonomous control.
In previous research, application of Learning Control through compound function was designed for position transition among obstacle of a small mobile robot on a two dimensional environment [1] . It is understood that compound function could help apply multiple control function on a control device and decide on the best action to perform depending on the situation. It also simpli ed the usage of value function in Reinforcement Learning that allows more parameters and control function become utilizable in the control system. Learning occurs faster and the control knowledge can be developed faster than conventional Reinforcement Learning.
In this research, a Compound Learning Control System for autonomous aerial hovering vehicle is designed for safe and reliable position control among obstacle. Here, compound function is applied on a device with non-linearity in three dimensional environments. The control system would apply a number of control parameters more, compared to previous research for controls of such non-linear device. The objective of this research is to provide a safe and reliable manoeuvre for aerial hovering vehicles with non-linearity in three dimensional environments through Compound Learning Control System. Obstacles were arranged in the control environment for the system to consider the best movement strategy during control operation through Compound Function. The effectiveness of the system is evaluated by the consistency of the control 978-1-4799-7862-5/15/$31.00 © 2015 IEEE manoeuvre obtained and conducted by the system in the simulation.
II. METHODOLOGY
Designing a Compound Learning Control System for aerial hovering vehicles requires analysis of the dynamics of the vehicles itself. Controllable parameters are aligned with Learning Control in order to make them manageable by the compound function. Here, two control functions that apply Learning Control are managed through compound function as apart of the Compound Learning Control System for the aerial hovering vehicles. The rst control function applies position control while the second function applies obstacle control for the Compound Learning Control System. Finally, the control functions operates together through a compound function that decide the best control function to apply on the device depending on the surrounding environment at a certain moment.
A. Control of Non-Linear Aerial Hovering vehicle
Basic control of the aerial hovering vehicle requires an expert human operator to operate the vehicle through manipulation of cyclic and thrust. Manipulation of cyclic provides manipulation of the angular orientation of the vehicle while manipulation of thrust provides elevation. Shown in gure 2, manipulation of angular orientation applies target angle θ to the vehicle, together with the thrust, changes the intensity of horizontal and vertical forces. Manipulation of target angle and thrust provide movement transition on the vehicles through changes of the intensity of those forces. Manipulation of angular orientation and thrust does not remain entirely linear to the changes on the moving forces. Intensity of angular orientation at certain point will render the vehicle to lose the lift force at certain angle. Careful manipulation is needed to maintain the balance of such vehicle in midair due to instability brought by non-linear states. Learning
Control helps develop such control knowledge through experience obtained by successes and failures of applying such manoeuvre on the vehicle.
B. Learning Control of Non-Linear Aerial Hovering vehicle
Application of Learning Control on a device help creates control knowledge through the results of consecutive control attempts by methods such as Reinforcement Learning. Control knowledge is developed through rewards obtained according to those results. Successes may provide positive rewards, leaving the memory of successful control method in the control knowledge, while failures provide negative rewards that remove them from the control knowledge. The control knowledge is conducted in a form of value function where actions are recorded with a preference value that changes according to those rewards.
Construction of control knowledge through Reinforcement
Learning requires methods such as Q-Learning. Q-learning applies value function Q through states S and actions A. Actions are selected among the options through preference value stored in the value function Q(S, A) as q, updated through the control attempt through rewards r. The overall algorithm of Q-learning is as,
where α is the learning rate and γ is update value discount rate [10] .
In this research, Learning Control is used to apply control target to the main controller during control operation replacing action in conventional uses. Control target T in form of target angle θ and target elevation Δz, as T = {θ Roll , θ P itch , Δz} is used to apply roll and pitch angle with thrust, replacing action A in the above algorithm. Here, two learning control functions were applied on the control device where the control decision is uni ed by compound function. Comparison between these two Learning Control functions require the functions to develop at almost similar phase, where minimum and maximum preference value q in the value function Q(S, T ) had to be constrained between 0 and 1. Therefore, the applied algorithm in the whole system is as,
Through application of those target command, position transition can be obtained for manoeuvre towards the goal location. Here, distance towards the goal is monitored as state ΔG(x, y, z) together with the velocity V w (x, y, z) according to the world axis as shown in gure 3. With state S = {ΔG(x, y, z), V w (x, y, z)}, the value function for the rst Learning Control function in the Compound Learning Control System that concerns position transition is de ned by 
with
where n is the serial number of the source value function of the Learning Control functions, which de nes the Compound Knowledge as
Selection of target options from the Compound Knowledge selects the best targets for commands towards the controllers through greedy method. Controllers utilize the targets for applying main command u towards the aerial hovering vehicle, de ned as plant, base on the plant actuator properties. After the command was executed, the states of the plant is analysed for determining rewards for the whole system.
Reward is distributed towards the value function of Learning Control function that provides the best targets option for the controllers. Here, reward is determined by distance towards the goal and successes in avoiding obstacles. In case of distance towards goal, distance between current control phase and the control phase a step before is compared, giving positive reward r = 1, only if the plant are closer towards the assigned goal and negative reward r = 0 otherwise. In case of avoiding obstacles, negative reward r = −1 is given when collision with obstacles occurs while positive reward r = 1 is given when the system successfully avoid the obstacle. Each Learning Control functions apply this reward in updating the value function according to the Q-Learning algorithm, and the process of merging, selecting, and rewarding continues until the plant achieves the goal.
Both Learning Control function above, together with the compound function is constructed as a Compound Learning Control System as shown in gure 6. Due to application of both Learning Control functions in the Compound Learning Control System, the plant can determine the location of the goal and the obstacles, being able to con gure the most 
Learning rate, α 0.5
angle, target pitch angle and target elevation was created based on PD control of the device. Intervals de ned in table II described that the states and targets were analysed in discrete form, where, for example, there are three selection options of target roll angle, target pitch angle and target elevation respectively. The simulation was conducted in two phases; the rst phase was the development phase, where value functions of both Learning Control Functions was developed through a series of basic simulation of goal training and obstacle training. Simulation concerning development of both control function was done in 300 episodes for each assigned target with and without obstacles. However, during this phase, only the value functions for position control is updated during simulations with goal but without obstacles, and only the value function for obstacle avoidance is updated during simulations with goal and obstacles. The second phase was the operation phase, where value functions that have been developed in development phase was applied, united in the Compound Learning Control System. Simulation concerning operation of the Compound Learning Control System was done in 300 episodes for each assigned target with obstacles as shown in gure 8.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation provides results based on the simulated device s movement after completing the assigned 300 episodes. Position transition completed in the rst phase of the simulation without any obstacle is compared with position transition completed in the second phase of the simulation.
During the rst phase of the simulation, the control operation successfully achieved the goals assigned as shown in the gure 9. Through this result, the value function of the Learning Control function for position transition has been successfully developed towards creating expert control knowledge for controlling the simulated device. Thus, shows that the Compound Learning Control System should be able to successfully operate position transition in a 3 dimensional environment without any interfering obstacles. During the second phase of the simulation, the control operation successfully achieved the goals without colliding with the assigned obstacles, as shown in gure 10. Through this result, the Compound Learning Control System was able to utilize the developed control knowledge based on value function of Learning Control functions for position transition and obstacle avoidance. Success rate of the Compound Learning Control System increases over trials as shown in gure 11. Here, it is known that the learning process continues to perfect the expert control knowledge developed during the rst phase of the simulation. The control maneuver that was executed during successful attempts of one of the targets of the simulation is as shown in gure 12. During the attempt, the Compound Learning Control System was successful con gure its position towards the goal position using the Learning Control functions that was applied in the Compound Learning Control System. Starting with the hovering stabilization control, the system was able to operate towards the goal using the control knowledge in the Learning Control function of position transition with the assistance of the control knowledge in the Learning Control function of the obstacle avoidance, before returning to the hovering stabilization control that was arrange when the simulated device are close to the goal location.
The angular transition during the attempt, shown in gure 13, describe manipulation of angular orientation of the simulated device in order to generate horizontal and vertical force for moving the device. Although only roll and pitch angular orientation were applied to be among target angular orientation, they somehow affects the yaw angle during the angular transition, even without any manipulation of yaw angle. However, the Compound Learning Control System was still able to operate towards the goal successfully. Based on the results, the Compound Learning Control System designed for non-linear aerial hovering vehicles has been successfully operated in a three dimensional environments. The Compound Learning Control System is capable in managing a number of states parameters and provides multifunctionality on the simulated device by targets and action arranged through the Compound Learning Control System. Multi-functionality is achieved by capabilities of achieving goal with consideration on avoiding obstacles. Therefore, the Compound Learning Control System designed for non-linear aerial hovering vehicles is considered effective.
V. CONCLUSION
In this research, a Compound Learning Control System for position and obstacle control of Aerial hovering vehicle is designed to provide safe and reliable control operation on three dimensional environments. Non-linearity in aerial hovering vehicles increases the need of expert operators for providing a safe and successful control operation. The Compound Learning Control System makes use multiple Learning Control functions to provide expert control knowledge of position transition and obstacle avoidance for the aerial hovering vehicles united by compound function for selecting the best control target options for operating the device. Simulation was conducted in two phases; Development phase and operation phase, where control knowledge of position transition and obstacle avoidance were produced in the development phase, later united through compound function and simulated during the operation phase. Results show that the Compound Learning Control System was able to provide safe and successful controls towards the goal position with consideration of surrounding obstacles. Therefore, the Compound Learning Control System for position and obstacle control of aerial hovering vehicles was achieved.
